
The Libero

Serving us off the court!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many experimented with the Libero serve last year?  (21 states, I believe)The NCAA implemented the Libero serving rule (three) years ago, so this will be the fourth season.  There are a lot of experienced collegiate referees in each state, so they may be valuable resources for tips and hints if questions arise.  It may also be a good idea to suggest that officials in your state attend a collegiate match this fall to observe and get the hang of things.For what it’s worth, the National Governing Body for the sport – USA Volleyball – does not anticipate implementation of this rule, not does the FIVB, upon which USAV rules are based.  So let’s take a look at the impact of the Libero serving rule, and as we go along, ask questions and throw out suggestions so that officials can be promoters of this rule because they’re well-versed and well-prepared to handle the task…



The Basics

 The Libero may replace the player in the right back 
position in the service order. The Libero may only 
serve in one position in the serving order. If the 
Libero is in the game immediately prior to moving to 
a serving position, there does not have to be a rally 
between Libero replacements if the Libero serves 
the next rally. When the Libero is going to serve, it is 
good preventative officiating for the umpire to turn 
and verbally inform the scorer, “Libero serving."

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Directly from National Federation publications, here’s the basic explanation of the Libero serving rules.A few other items worth noting:The coach does NOT need to declare the Libero’s serving position on the line-up sheet.  At any point in the game/match, the coach can send the Libero into the serving position, and it’s done without notifying the officials, so we have to be alert!The Libero is not required to serve in that position for ALL serves.  The starting player or a sub(s) can serve there too!  The Libero can serve in a different position during each game of a match.If the Libero is going to have the first serve of the game, she must be at the team bench while the umpire checks line-ups.  The umpire will then authorize the entry.Now let’s look at some specific rules… <CLICK>



Highlights of Related Rules

 Rule 6-3-2e (allows the Libero to serve)

 Rule 8-1-5  (during a re-serve)

 Rule 10-4-1a (timing of replacement)

 Rule 10-4-1c (replacement after time-out)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To highlight the related rules for the libero serving action:Rule 6-3-2e allows the Libero to serve in one position in the serving order. Rationale: Creates an additional avenue for the libero to participate fully while in the back row. The team may now receive full benefit of the libero being a defensive specialist by no longer requiring the player to sit out while another player serves who is to be replaced by the libero for back row play. Many times the libero is one of the better servers on the team; enhances the game.Rule 8-1-5: A libero replacement shall not take place during a re-serve. <Same goes for calling for subs, time-outs, line-up checks, etc.>Rule 10-4-1a:  A libero replacement shall be completed before the whistle and signal for service.  <Any questions about handling this? Referees, especially early in the season should hold off with the beckon for a moment, especially if it appears a team is preparing to send the Libero in.  Let’s not set the teams up for failure! >Rule 10-4-1c:  The libero can be replaced once a time-out is completed and all players have returned to the court. <Libero tracker must be aware of whether the Libero is on/off the court when a time-out is called and re-confirm this at the end of the time-out. Not necessary for both teams to have returned to the court before a replacement can occur.>



Referee Responsibilities

 Awareness
 Bench and court scanning
 Smooth match flow and tempo
 Eye-contact with umpire and scorer
 Aid and Abet!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even though replacements occur on the umpire’s side of the court, the referee is in a prime position to view these replacement activities.  Awareness – Especially with this newness of this rule, referees must be on the look-out!  Our awareness starts with a pre-match discussion with our partner and the scoring crew.  We’ll talk about that as we go along through the slides.  But the main point to emphasize now is “look for the two ‘jerseys’ switching places along the sideline.”<CLICK>That requires court AND bench scanning, especially when a loss of rally is awarded and a team is rotating. <CLICK>Referees should not rush through signal sequences or have a tempo that is too hasty.  We have to create a smooth, predictable flow to the match so that team’s become comfortable with the time we allow between rallies. <CLICK>Eye-contact is always a crucial part of sports officiating.  With the implementation of this rule, it will be even more important for the referee to make eye-contact with, and observe, the umpire at the end of the rally.  This will help ensure that both officials have awareness of a Libero serving situation, among other things.  A pre-match plan will make for a smooth match.  What might the officials discuss in their pre-match conference?  Also when the Libero is serving, especially for the first time in a rotation, it is important for the referee to be aware of the scorer too.  We should allow the scorer sufficient time to notice the Libero in the serving position and to prepare the score sheet correctly.   We, as referees, can tell by watching the scorer whether or not s/he has noticed the Libero preparing to serve. <CLICK>Especially early in the season, we should be good match facilitators to train the teams how to correctly handle Libero serving actions – the on/off court replacements, umpire and scorer awareness, etc.  Although “aid and abet” tends to have criminal implications <he, he, he>, in this case, the only criminal activity would be a referee who loses focus and doesn’t recognize the Libero serving situation.  And consequently, a easily manageable situation becomes a delay to the match.What other responsibilities do you feel referees will have?  Any questions about this?  Let’s talk about the umpire now… <CLICK>



Umpire Responsibilities

 Bench and court scanning
 Facilitation for teams
 Encouraging not discouraging
 Communication, both verbal and visual

– with referee
– with scorekeeping crew
– for duration of match
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Presentation Notes
Did you notice that bench and court scanning are listed for both the referee and umpire?  Both have an obligation here.  For the umpire, it’s particularly important to scan toward the serving team’s bench at the end of a rally, especially if a rotation/change of team possession is involved.  Don’t let the two “jerseys” swapping places catch you off guard! <CLICK>Scanning will allow us to facilitate!  This rule will be new for many teams, and it behooves us to make this a successful rule be educating the teams about the proper method for getting the Libero into the serving position.  <What happens if it appears a team is trying to get the Libero into the serving position, but they’re struggling?  What should the umpire do, just watch?  How else can we facilitate this for the teams?> <CLICK>How else might we, as umpires, encourage the use of this rule?  It goes back to facilitation.  If we help the teams learn the proper procedures, they’ll be more like to use this rule and to follow the correct procedures when doing so.  <As officials, we often struggle with some new rules, and when we aren’t comfortable with them or don’t like them, it shows through our officiating.  We need to take this by the horns, accept it as the rule it was intended to be, and help the teams use it!> <CLICK>Lastly, communication is always a key, as we mentioned earlier.  With the referee, umpires need to offer some acknowledgement that s/he is aware of the Libero serving (the first time each rotation) and make sure the referee notices too.  We must develop a method to communicate this to the scorer as well, and it starts with pre-match instructions!  Let the scorer know how Libero servers will be handled.  The communication should be obvious – either a verbal “Libero serving” statement or a visual triangle symbol (not the “L”… loser!), or we might instruct the Libero tracker to verbalize this to the scorer loudly enough for us to hear.  We should continue this communication throughout the match.  Granted, if a Libero serves a few points in a row, it’s not necessary to continually say, “Libero serving,” but we should definitely do it for the each first serve in the Libero’s term.  And what about a Libero coming in during a regular player’s term of service?  We’ll talk about that more later.  Questions? What other pre-match instructions might be helpful? <CLICK>



Scorer Responsibilities

 Recognize
 Verbalize
 Synchronize
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Presentation Notes
The tempo & flow of the match, as established by the referee, will also help the scorer to recognize Libero serving situations, among others.  The scorer MUST see each service contact for the duration of the match.  Again, the tempo of the match will help the scorer to do this.  <CLICK>The scorer should be asked to verbalize (or acknowledge) that the Libero is serving, especially with the assistant scorer.  The umpire is usually within earshot to hear this communication.  The scorer should do this each time the Libero serves for the first time in a rotation.  <CLICK>The crew at the table has to be in sync!  They’ll develop a flow and rhythm, learn to anticipate the Libero serves once the position in the rotation has been established, and they’ll be able handle this with no problems.  The umpire will be part of this – heck, in some cases, if the umpire gets focused elsewhere, the scorer might be the one notifying the umpire that the Libero is serving!And with all of this communication and court/bench awareness, we have the Libero tracker at the center of it all!  What role will s/he play?  <CLICK>



Assistant Scorer Responsibilities

 Confirm and verify
 Re-confirm throughout the match
 Recording substitutions
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Presentation Notes
The Libero tracker/asst. scorer needs to confirm and verify Libero serves in order to assist the scorer and umpire.  The confirm part is obvious, and the “verify” part means that the asst. scorer should also make sure the Libero is serving in the correct position as a double-check for the scorer.  <CLICK>As with all communication, this needs to continue throughout the match!  It’s important that if either the scorer or asst scorer gets stuck or is unsure about how to handle a situation, they should notify the umpire at the first dead-ball. <CLICK>And it’s important that the Libero tracker record subs too because this can become confusing when, for example, player #5 serves a point or two, and is then subbed out by #12, and then maybe the Libero joins in the serving fun!  The issue of course will be – who replaces the Libero next?  Pre-match instructions are the key.  What should we be telling the assistant scorer in our pre-match briefing?  Now let’s take a look at a few tips and hints that will help us along the way…<CLICK>



Tips for the Referee

 Awareness leads to facilitation
 Eye-contact with umpire and score table
 Informal signals
 Mental notes

– Identify the position/player for whom the Libero 
serves



Tips for the Umpire

 Notation on the line-up card
 Eye-contact and informal signals with referee
 Verbalize with scorer then use visual 

confirmation



Tips for the Scorekeeping Crew

 Crew should verbally communicate 
throughout the match

 Use of the triangle 
– Both scorer and assistant scorer

1    2     3    4    5
 Throwing substitutions into the mix
 Scanning the benches at the end of the rally



Scenarios and Situations

 The Libero “dosey-doe”
 Substitution procedures & “splitting” the term 

of service
 A re-serve
 Oops!  
 Others?
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Presentation Notes
The Libero “dosey-doe” is the little dance move that happens when the Libero is on the court and moves into the serving position when her team wins the rally.  An while she’s heading toward the RB position, two of her teammates appear to be exchanging places along the sideline! Let’s take a quick look at how this will appear to us.  <CLICK LINK>Dealing with substitutions:  As noted earlier, when substitutions are involved, things can seem a little hectic.  We go through another dosey-doe move here too! Let’s throw out a couple of situations:  Player #4 serves a point or two, then the coach wants #8 (not the Libero) to continue the serve.  Any concern?  Nope.Now the Libero is directed into the serving position during the same term of service.  Any concern?  Nope.But when the time comes, who must go onto the court for the Libero?  (#8)  And what if the coaches wants #4 back on the court?  How is that handled? <CLICK>Here’s another:  The Libero is on the court, and it’s time for her to step off the court, but the coach wants a different player to take over the position.  What do we do?The Libero will be replaced by her teammate along the sideline and the teammate will immediately enter the sub zone ON THE COURT while…The incoming sub is running up to the sub zone from the benchIt’s perfectly legal.  We just need to slow down and get it right!Re-Serve:  A re-serve is part of a single attempt to serve and a team(s) has already had the opportunity for a replacement. This change is consistent with requests for substitutions, time-out and line-up check all of which may not occur during a re-serve. <CLICK>Sometimes we get an “OOPS!” – the Libero is anxious to serve and runs onto the court a rotation too soon.  What do we do?  What if the players get confused and aren’t sure who belongs where?  FACILITATE!  Or what if the coach sends the Libero toward the court and then immediately realizes he picked the wrong player for her to serve in place of?  What will we do?  <CLICK>Any other situations or scenarios that cause us concern?



Faults involving the Libero serve

 Errors with replacement procedures
– Libero currently on-court
– Libero currently at the bench

 Serving in the wrong (second) position
 Penalties

– Illegal alignment/rotation fault
– Unnecessary delay

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a quick look at how we’ll handle procedural errors and faults involving the Libero server.  <CLICK>Replacement procedure errors <CLICK>Wrong serving position <CLICK>Penalties.Ok – Any final questions, comments or concerns?



Enjoy the Season!
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